Abstract -In this paper, we propose an algorithm for the automatic registration of two rigid parts using multiple 3D sensor systems on a robot. Four sets of structured laser stripe system consisted of a camera and a visible laser stripe is used for the acquisition of 3D information. Detailed procedures including extrinsic calibration among four 3D sensor systems and hand/eye calibration of 3D sensing system on robot arm are presented. We find a best pose using search-based pose estimation algorithm where cost function is proposed by reflecting geometric constraints between sensor systems and target objects. A pose with minimum gap and height difference is found by greedy search. Experimental result using demo system shows the robustness and feasibility of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
In industry, robots are used in various applications such as object handling, parts assembly and welding [1] [2] . Usually, they are used in relatively fixed and inflexible working conditions. Recently, diverse sensors including camera and laser-based 3D sensing systems have been used to provide greater flexibility to the robot thorough visual feedback [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Park and Mills [3] proposed an algorithm to compute the pose of thin-walled sheet metal parts using seven laser sensors. It can be used for assembly by robot in automotive industry. Their algorithm consists of two steps. During offline step sensor measurements are correlated to the mislocation information of the robot. On-line procedure iteratively refine pose using mapping information obtained during off-line stage. Bone and Capson [4] presented an algorithm for robotic fixtures assembly using 2D and 3D computer vision technology. 2D computer vision is used for picking up parts. 3D computer vision is used to align the parts before joining them. Watanabe et al. [5] proposed an algorithm for the accurate setting of work pieces in robotic cell. They use motion control by visual feedback thorough attaching a camera to the robot. Mario et al. [6] presented a method for online recognition and classification of objects for robotic assembly tasks using a camera attached on the robot. Lisa et al. [7] presents assembly manipulation of small objects by dual-arm using stereo camera system. Hvilshoj et al. [8] deals with the past, present and future of autonomous industrial mobile manipulation.
Park and Mills [3] 's algorithm is the most relevant to our approach. Their algorithm requires off-line stage to compute mapping between part mis-locations and sensor measurements. Proposed algorithm does not require offline computation so that it can operate directly using sensor information. Four 3D sensing systems are attached on robot arm. Many steps are required to use information of multiple 3D sensing systems together with robot. First, extrinsic calibration among 3D sensing systems is required to fuse information into one common coordinate system. Then, hand/eye calibration is required to transform information of sensor coordinate system into robot coordinate system. Finally, pose estimation algorithm to align one part to the other is required. This paper deals with the automatic registration of two parts that can be used for assembly process in industry.
Proposed Approach
Each 3D sensing system consists of a camera and laser stripe system. Fig. 1 shows the demo system that includes four 3D sensing systems, robot arm, and two parts where one lies on the ground and the other is attached on the end of robot arm. Four 3D sensing systems are attached on the end of robot arm. The final goal is to align the upper body to the lower body such that they are within predefined gap and height difference along boundary of two parts. It can be used for diverse applications such as parts alignment in automotive assembly line.
Extrinsic calibration among sensing systems
Demo system that has two parts and four sensing system is used as shown in Fig. 1 to demonstrate presented algorithm. 3D sensing system consisted of camera and slit laser is shown in Fig. 2 . They are attached on the end of the robot arm as shown in Fig. 1 .
Transformation between robot tool's coordinate system and sensor coordinate system is required to use 3D information of sensing system for the manipulation of robot. Usually, it is called hand/eye calibration. Before computing the hand/eye transform, it is necessary to know relative poses among 3D sensing systems to transform 3D measurements of each sensing system into the common coordinate system. We select one among four 3D sensing systems as the reference sensor coordinate system. Extrinsic calibration among sensor systems is done using Tsai camera calibration algorithm [9] . Each camera on four 3D sensing systems is calibrated using the same world coordinate system as shown in Fig. 3 . Then, we compute the relative pose of each camera with respect to the same world coordinate using camera calibration information.
X X is the 3D coordinate of a point with respect to the i -th camera coordinate system and world coordinate system. ,
R T is rotation and translation of the i -th camera with respect to the world coordinate system. 3D coordinate of each sensor system is transformed into the first sensor system using information of the extrinsic calibration. Finally, it is converted into the robot tool's coordinate using hand/eye calibration information. 
Hand/eye calibration
In previous section, 3D coordinates measured by four 3D sensing systems are converted into the reference coordinate system using extrinsic calibration information. Finally, it is transformed into the robot tool's coordinate system to operate robot according to sensor information. It is usually called hand/eye calibration.
Hand / eye calibration can be formulated as = AX XB where A corresponds to robot motion and B is related to camera motion. X is the unknown hand / eye transformation between the camera and robot coordinate system. Many approaches have been proposed and they typically compute the unknown transformation using known motion of the robot [10] .
We designed a simple hand/eye calibration procedure using planar calibration structure by reflecting constraints on our application. In our application, we can install four 3D sensing systems into the robot arm for them to have small difference in rotation with respect to the coordinate system of robot tool. Laser in 3D sensing systems is aligned with the coordinate axes on the robot as shown in Fig. 4 . Under this assumption, we can neglect rotation between two coordinate systems. Therefore, we need to compute only translation between the 3D sensing system and robot tool coordinate system. To compute the translation, planar calibration structure is installed on the end of robot arm as shown in Fig. 4 .
Translation between two coordinate systems is computed Fig. 1 . Demo system consisted of two parts and four 3D sensing system mounted on the end of robot arm. by image processing and manually measured value. Fig. 5-(a) shows the original image of hand/eye calibration structure captured by a camera in 3D sensing system. Fig. 5-(b) shows the result of the detection of laser points on the image. We find laser contours on the image using binarization and connected component analysis [11] . We assume that there is a small rotation difference between two frames of R xyz − (hand frame) and L xyz − (eye frame). Therefore, remaining unknowns are translation between two frames. We use the 3D coordinates of two laser points to compute the translation between two frames. The x value of the center point of the laser contour and the y value of the laser point that corresponds to the end position of hand / eye calibration structure is used to compute the unknown translation as follows. 
x T and y T is unknown translation components along the x and y axis between the sensing system and robot tool. s x is distance along x direction from tool center to the hand / eye calibration structure. Its value is measured manually. m x is the x coordinate of the center point of detected laser contour on image. s y is the distance along the y direction from the tool center to the end of hand / eye calibration structure. Its value is measured by hand. e y is the y coordinate of the end point of detected laser contour on image. Therefore, we can compute two translation components along x and y axis using Eq. (2). The unknown translation z T along the z direction is set manually by directly measuring the distance. Finally, we can transform laser coordinate of 3D sensing system into the tool center's coordinate system. Pose computation is done with respect to the robot's tool frame so that it can be applied directly on the robot.
Pose Estimation using greedy search
Pose estimation is done using control points on image. They are detected automatically among laser points on image. Four sets of 3D sensing system are installed at the end of robot arm as shown in Fig. 1 . Images acquired at the initial position of the robot are shown in Fig. 6 . For each image, there are two separated laser lines that are projected on the upper and lower body.
First, laser contour on image is extracted using binarization and connected component analysis [11] . Then, boundary points on the upper and lower body are selected as control points. We use eight control points in computing the pose of the robot where two control points from each 3D sensing system are used.
If we know correspondences between two 3D point sets, the pose can be computed using typical algorithms in [12] where transformation is computed using 3D-3D correspondences. But, in our application, it is difficult to find correspondences between control points on the upper and lower body because there is no distinct features on the image.
We can think of using registration algorithm of Iterative Closest Point (ICP). But, there are few sample points so that it can be caught in local minimum. Also, ICP usually assumes that two point sets have partial correspondences. But, in our application, it is difficult to find corresponddences on the upper and lower body because there is a gap and height difference between two parts.
We overcome those difficulties by greedy search-based pose estimation algorithm. We designed cost term by reflecting geometric constraints among four 3D sensing systems. We find the solution that minimizes the gap and height difference by searching all combinations of rotation and translation within predefined range. We do not consider gradient-based search algorithm because it can be caught in local minimum.
We assume that the initial pose of the upper body is not much deviated from the best pose. It is reasonable assumption in production line where robot positions are taught in advance using teaching pendent.
The cost term is defined as follows. We find a transformation that gives a minimum cost by greedy search. 
,
c is cost value at the current value of rotation and translation. i g and i h is the computed gap and height difference of the i-th control point using current value of rotation and translation. The current value of gap and height difference of i g and i h is computed as shown in Fig. 7 . We detect two control points per 3D sensing system. They correspond to the end position of each part. Fig. 6 shows original images acquired by the camera in 3D sensing system at the starting position before alignment. Coordinates of control points are transformed into the coordinate of robot tool using hand/eye calibration information. All the computation is done under the coordinate system of robot tool.
In Fig. 7 , h is set as the difference of x values between two corresponding control points on the upper and lower body. In our coordinate frames in Fig. 4 , height is related to the x axis.
We find a solution through greed search. We evaluate cost function of Eq. (3) for given value of R and T . They are chosen within predefined range near the initial value with same increment. The value of R and T that give a minimum cost value is chosen as solution. We transform only control points on the upper body using the current value of R and T . Coordinates of control points on the lower body are fixed during computation. They are computed once at the starting position.
We proposed a search-based pose estimation algorithm where cost terms are designed by reflecting geometric configuration of sensing systems.
Experimental Results
Experiments are done using demo system shown in Fig.  1 . Four 3D sensing systems are attached on the end of robot arm. An industrial 6-DOF robot by Hyundai heavy industries is used. Robot motion is controlled using RS-232 and it is integrated into program that processes sensing units.
A 3D sensing system consisted of a camera and slit laser is calibrated using our earlier work [13] . Extrinsic calibration among four sensor systems is done using calibration structure shown in Fig. 3 . Planar chessboard pattern is used for the calibration of the camera by Tsai algorithm [9] . Four cameras on each 3D sensing system is calibrated under the same world coordinate system, therefore we can compute relative pose of cameras with respect to the reference camera. Table 1 shows the relative error of extrinsic calibration among sensor systems. We compared computed distance between sensor systems to the distance in original design. We can notice that the extrinsic calibration gives accurate result.
Experiments are done by choosing the initial position of the robot in random within predefined range. We set the initial position of the upper body to have some deviation from the best pose. The translation along X and Y direction was selected randomly within 3mm ± . The translation along Z direction is chosen between 0 and 15mm . The rotation along X and Y direction were selected randomly within 1 ± . The rotation along Z direction was selected randomly within 0.6 ± . Those ranges were chosen by reflecting the actual deviations in production line. Fig. 6 shows original images acquired at the starting position. Distinct deviation between the upper and lower part exists where we can see large gap and height difference between them. Black papers are attached on the surface of parts to make the detection of laser contour on image easy. In case of without using it, the scattering of laser on object surface makes robust detection of laser contour difficult. Further research is required for the stable detection of laser contour on metal surface. Fig. 8 shows the result of the detection of control points on the upper and lower body using images of Fig. 6 . For each image, two control points located at the boundary of each body is successfully extracted. They are displayed as circles on image. Fig. 9 shows four images by each 3D sensing system after final alignment. We can know that gaps by sensor system 1 and 3 and gaps by sensor system 2 and 4 have a similar value.
The accuracy of proposed algorithm is evaluated as follows. We manually measured the gap and height difference after alignment. This value has no significant difference from the measurement value given by 3D sensing system at the final position. Therefore, error statistics are computed using value given by the sensor system at the final position.
Error statistics are obtained from 30 trials where the initial position was chosen randomly. Table 2 shows the mean error of gap and height difference at each stage by proposed algorithm. Table 3 shows the standard deviation of the error of gap and height difference after the final alignment. In all case, we could finish alignment after three adjustment steps.
We configured demo system as shown in Fig. 1 to test the feasibility of proposed algorithm in automotive assembly line. In particular, our demo system is configured for parts alignment application. The management specification is as follows. Gap error should be in the range of 0.5mm ± and height difference should be in the range of 1.0mm ± . We could satisfy them successfully thorough all experiments.
Conclusion
In this paper, an algorithm for the automatic registration of two parts using multiple 3D sensing systems on a robot is proposed. Pose estimation is done based on greedy search where cost terms are proposed by reflecting the geometrical configuration of four 3D sensing systems. Proposed algorithm use greedy search within predefined range to avoid local minimum that can occur in gradientbased algorithm. The experimental results show the feasibility of the proposed algorithm. For further research, we are considering robust detection of laser contour on 
